2 militants, 2 civilians killed in shoot out, blast

Vishal Singh to Kashmir today

Dharamraj Singh (NPP), Mansyullah Shah (National Congress of People’s Power, NC) and Bashir Ahmad Wani (Bharatiya Janta Party, BJP) have filed their nomination papers for the 62nd Ramnagar Assembly constituency.

Another militant was killed in Valley, army recovers bag

The militants have suffered heavy losses in recent months and the plight of the people of the State is dreadful, he said.

77 energy projects started in Jammu and Kashmir

The BSF report said that along the border between India and Pakistan, there is a clear indicator that Pakistan army is remobilizing its forces. It was also revealed that BSF found a handful of Pakistani soldiers posted along the border opposite Sriganganagar sector.

There were also reports of Pakistani ships in the Arabian Sea which were doing surveillance and border incursions.

Panchayat elections: 62 candidates filed nominations in the 93 seats

Besides Rashid, those who filed their nomination papers from Mainpuri, Mohammad Ayub Khan of BSP and Mohammad Malik of NPP, have also filed their nominations.

MQM-U focused on welfare of Muslims

The operation was initiated after an input from Pulwama police and more than 2000 police personnel were deployed in the area.

China trains Pak Army across J&K

Operation Kargil: Pakistan violated ceasefire in Sunderbani, Uri

Several towns and villages on both sides of the Line of Control (LoC) are facing bleak future, said sources in the Pakistan Army.

Theatre commander’s body sent to Jammu

When the Centre decided to crush terrorism, the army personnel and the people of Kashmir have no role in it, he added.

Bhabak Singh (NPP), Mansyullah Shah (NC) and Bashir Ahmad Wani (BJP) have filed their nomination papers for the 62nd Ramnagar Assembly constituency.

Another militant was killed in the Valley, the army recovered a bag containing weapons.
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Two major hideouts busted in Jammu
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